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Current file access issues
 Location based (URLs Uniform Resource 
Locations) access to file, think 
https://www.puppies.com/beagle.jpg.

 If site is off line, data may not be access able.

 No easy way to truly verify if data has been 
altered or tampered with.



 Country's can censor your access to the sitelinks 
or sites themselves.

 If site vanishes the data that the site kept may be 
lost forever, unless stored on sites like ‘Internet 
Archives, etc.’

 Can be expensive to replicate the sites, may 
need multiple virtual or physical machines.



Central vs Decentralized vs distributed



IPFS addresses the centralized issue.



What is IPFS
 IPFS is a decentralized storage and delivery network 

based on fundamental principles of P2P networking and 
content-based addressing.

 Content based addressing – use of based 
‘Cryptographic hashing’ based link for file 
</ipfs/3EGYtrfgbfrgrvdFDtge564wefVww4gsfggg45gbnt
eFgtedRRwfvAwrg



 Cryptographic hashes can be derived from the content of the data 
itself, meaning that anyone using the same algorithm on the same data 
will arrive at the same hash. If Ada and Grace are both using the same 
decentralized web protocol, such as IPFS, to share the exact same 
photo of a kitten, both images will have exactly the same hash. By 
comparing those hashes and confirming that they're the same, we can 
guarantee that every single pixel of those two photos is identical.

 Cryptographic hashes are unique. If Grace uses Photoshop to remove 
a single whisker from that kitty, the updated image will have a new 
hash. Simply by looking at that hash, even without access to the file 
itself, it will be easy to tell that the file now contains different data.



 Decoding data structures - A CID (Content Identifier) is a particular form 
of content addressing used on the decentralized web. It was developed 
for IPFS (a decentralized web protocol which we'll discuss in later 
tutorials), but has very broad implications.  A CID is a single identifier 
that contains both a cryptographic hash and a codec, which holds 
information about how to interpret that data. Codecs encode and 
decode data in certain formats. Many formats and protocols use 
content addressing already. Tools like Git and protocols like Ethereum 
and Bitcoin are among them, but they differ in how to interpret the data 
and in what cryptographic function they use for hashing. CID allows us 
to create a universal identifier for any of these systems.  





File Sizes (IPFS objects) are broken into 256 Kb chunks that are linked to 
other chunks of the objects. 



What IPFS can help solve
 IPFS allows users to host and receive content in a manner similar to 

BitTorrent. ... Any user in the network can serve a file by its content 
address, and other peers in the network can find and request that 
content from any node who has it using a distributed hash table (DHT).

 Having servers physically closer to the users ensures lower latency, 
enabling load-balancing, and allows you to scale the availability of 
content with demand. The IPFS network is a CDN by design because 
each node will cache what they consume and serve that data to its 
peers.



 IPFS helps to resolve congestion and overly controlling 
governments by distribution. Instead of locations, IPFS 
addresses point directly to the resources and it makes sure that 
this data comes from the closest sources.

 IPFS is a file sharing system that can be leveraged to more 
efficiently store and share large files. It relies on cryptographic 
hashes that can easily be stored on a blockchain.

 The system is a peer-to-peer file-sharing network. 



 Files are broken into 256KB chunks for speed of retrieval and 
storage.   Each chunk is linked to each other chunk using 
reference object links.

 IPFS objects can be linked to BlockChain objects and depending 
on the size of the file, be stored on the blockchain directly.



Parts of IPFS
 IPFS Daemon
 Merkle-dag tree -Distributed Hash Tables
 Nodes
 CID – Content Identifier
 Pinning of content
 IPNS (interplanetary naming system) -  

ipfs.io/ipns/QmeQe5FTgMs8PNspzTQ3LRz1iMhdq9K34TQ
nsCP2jqt8wV/

 IPFS Gateway



IPFS Daemon
 Ipfs daemon – command to start IPFS system.

 Ipfs command by self will display commands 
available to you.

 You can run many web GUI commands displays 
at the command line. 



Some IPFS commands

 Ipfs – by self will show help list of commands.

 Ipfs init – Initialize local IPFS configuration.

 Ipfs daemon – starts the ipfs daemon on node.

 Ipfs add <file’s> - Adds a file or files to IPFS.

 Ipfs ls <hash> - Lists a link or links usins hash.



 Ipfs stats – Show various operational stats.

 Ipfs swarm – manage and show connections.

 Ipfs config – show and manage configurations.

 Ipfs update – inline update of go-ipfs client.

 Ipfs log – show logs.









Merkle-dag tree -Distributed Hash Tables

 A Merkle DAG is a DAG where each node has an identifier, and this is the result of 
hashing the node's contents — any opaque payload carried by the node and the list of 
identifiers of its children — using a cryptographic hash function like SHA256. This 
brings some important considerations: (Directed Acyclic Graphs)

 Merkle DAGs can only be constructed from the leaves, that is, from nodes without 
children. Parents are added after children because the children's identifiers must be 
computed in advance to be able to link them.

 Every node in a Merkle DAG is the root of a (sub)Merkle DAG itself, and this subgraph 
is contained in the parent DAG.

 Merkle DAG nodes are immutable. Any change in a node would alter its identifier and 
thus affect all the ascendants in the DAG, essentially creating a different DAG.













Node
 Participants in the IPFS network are called nodes. Nodes are the most 

crucial aspect of IPFS - without nodes running the IPFS daemon, there 
would be no IPFS Network.

 Go-IPFS - The Go implementation is designed to run on servers and 
user machines with the full capabilities of IPFS. New IPFS features are 
usually created on Go-IPFS before any other implementation.

 JS-IPFS - The Javascript implementation is designed to run in the 
browser with a limited set of capabilities.



CID
 Content Identifiers (CIDs): is a label used to point to material in 

IPFS. It doesn’t indicate where the content is stored, but it forms 
a kind of address based on the content itself. CIDs are short, 
regardless of the size of their underlying content.

 CIDs are based on the content’s cryptographic hash ( SHA-1 
(used by Git), SHA-256, or BLAKE2).



 CID – Content Identifier – Immutable, Verifiable, Trust-less, Permanent

 Multicodec - Multicodec is an identifier indicating the format of the target 
content. It helps people and software know how to interpret that content after 
it has been fetched. 

 Multihash - Multihash is a protocol for differentiating outputs from various 
well-established hash functions, addressing size and encoding 
considerations.

 Multiformats -The Multiformats project is a collection of protocols that aim to 
future-proof systems today. A key element is enhancing format values with 
self-description. This allows for interoperability, protocol agility, and promotes 
extensibility.





Pinning
 Pinning is the method of telling an IPFS node that particular data is important 

and so it will never be removed from that node's cache.

  A variant of pinning that uses a third-party service to ensure that data persists 
on IPFS, even when your local node goes offline or your local copy of data is 
deleted during garbage collection. 

 Pinning is normally done at the local node (your node holding the data) level 
rather then global.  Some nodes will allow local to them, some will not.

 Pinning of data can make it faster to retrieve being it may be on multiple nodes 
at once.



IPNS (interplanetary naming system) 

 IPFS uses content-based addressing; it creates an address of a file or 
folder based on data contained within the file. If you were to share an 
IPFS address such as 
/ipfs/QmbezGequPwcsWo8UL4wDF6a8hYwM1hmbzYv2mnKkEWa 
with someone, you would need to give the person a new link every time 
you update the content.

 A name in IPNS is the hash of a public key. It is associated with a 
record containing information about the hash it links to that is signed by 
the corresponding private key. New records can be signed and 
published at any time.



IPFS Gateway
 An IPFS Gateway acts as a bridge between traditional web browsers and 

IPFS. Through the gateway, users can browse files and websites stored in 
IPFS as if they were stored on a traditional web server.

 By default, go-ipfs nodes run a gateway at http://127.0.0.1:8080/.

 We also provide a public gateway at https://ipfs.io. If you've ever seen a link 
in the form https://ipfs.io/ipfs/Qm..., that's being served from our gateway.

 https://ipfs.io/ipfs/
QmfM2r8seH2GiRaC4esTjeraXEachRt8ZsSeGaWTPLyMoG?
filename=hello_world.txt



How to install / Use
 https://docs.ipfs.io/install/

 It will depend on your OS, command line based is the 
fastest, most activities are accessed by web interface.

 Ipfs daemon
 http://[my:ip:fd:ad:dr:es:s]:5001/webui















Links of interest
 https://ipfs.io/

 https://docs.ipfs.io/concepts/what-is-ipfs/

 https://docs.ipfs.io/concepts/what-is-ipfs/#decentralization

 https://proto.school/content-addressing

 https://webui.ipfs.io/



DEMO



Any Questions?



Thank you 

Go forth and expand
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